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By Sarah Max

It has been nearly a decade since 
Betterment and Wealthfront ushered 
in digital advice. For most of that time, 
stocks went straight up. As the market 
soared, more companies signed on to 
the idea of software-driven, automated 
investing tools, including legacy firms 
like Charles Schwab and Vanguard. And 
why not? During the long bull market, 
it hardly mattered how investors made 
decisions.

Until Covid-19, of course, when the 
S&P 500 index tumbled 34% in just 
over a month. Chaotic periods are when 
human advisors justify their fees. So how 
did their lower-cost robotic cousins han-
dle their first real stress test? As it turns 
out, quite well.

Six months into a chaotic year, a typ-
ical moderately aggressive robo-advisor 
account was down just 2.9%, according 
to data from Backend Benchmarking, a 
Martinsville, N.J.–based firm that follows 
the robo industry. That performance, 
which is buffered by fixed-income hold-
ings, comes at a time when the S&P 500 
was down 4%.

Meanwhile, what began as a nascent 
category of start-ups focused on optimiz-
ing investment portfolios has become a 
ubiquitous service offered by many of 
Wall Street’s largest firms. At the end 
of 2019, assets managed by so-called 
robo-advisors reached an estimated $631 
billion, up from $558 billion a year ago.

“These things aren’t just robos 
anymore,” says Ken Schapiro, founder 
of Backend Benchmarking. “They’re 

really comprehensive personal-finance 
platforms, with additional products 
and tools, and the ability to talk with a 
human advisor.”

Against this backdrop, Barron’s has 
compiled its fourth annual robo rank-
ing, based on an exclusive partnership 
with Backend Benchmarking, which has 
spent five years funding and maintaining 
accounts with 40 robo services.

The portfolios ranked by Backend 
generally carry a 60/40 split of stocks 
and bonds, offering ballast in down 
markets and sufficient reward when 
conditions are good. But, as with human 
advisors, the robo returns are wide-rang-
ing. During the first six months of the 
year, the best returns came from the 
taxable account at Wealthsimple. Back-
end’s taxable account at the firm was 
up 0.43%, a rare absolute gainer among 
robo accounts.

Robos whose stock allocations tilted 
more toward international, small-cap, or 
value-oriented equities didn’t perform 
nearly as well. Schwab’s Intelligent Port-
folios, for example, fell 6.5% in the first 
half of the year because of a tilt toward 
value and international stocks.

But performance is only part of the 
story. Keeping customers invested and 
tracking their goals is equally important. 
Here, too, the robos performed admi-
rably. Based on data provided by many 
firms, robo clients not only stayed the 
course during the height of volatility this 
year, they also increased their contribu-
tions. That put them in position to reap 
the rewards of stocks’ stunning rebound.

Betterment, a $22 billion robo-advisor, 

reports record sign-ups in the first quar-
ter—a 25% increase from the same period 
last year. And 26% more customers made 
ad hoc deposits than ad hoc withdrawals 
from accounts.

Schwab says there was a significant 
increase in appointments scheduled with 
financial planners, which are available in 
some of its Intelligent Portfolios offer-
ings. “But the majority of our clients 
stayed invested and didn’t touch their 
portfolios,” says Cynthia Loh, who heads 
up the firm’s digital advice and innova-
tion efforts. “The first quarter was actu-
ally among our highest quarters we’ve 
ever had across digital advice in terms of 
new account openings.”

TD Ameritrade’s robo service saw a 
similar trend. “Since the market down-
turn began, we’ve seen Essential Port-
folios new account openings increase 
over 150% from the same period a year 
ago, including some of our largest weeks 
ever,” says Keith Denerstein, director of 
investment products and guidance at TD 
Ameritrade Holding (ticker: AMTD).

Ranking the Robos
Financial advice goes well beyond re-
turns, and Backend Benchmarking has 
built its study accordingly. To rank the 
robos, Backend looks at performance 
over the longest period available for all of 
the advisors in the study, which is now 
2.5 years.

To account for customized portfolios 
and investment approaches across the 
robo landscape, Backend created a nor-
malized benchmark that compares each 
robo portfolio against an average portfo-
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lio that’s adjusted to match the account’s 
stock/bond split. Performance, which 
also takes into account fees and risk-ad-
justed returns, carries a 45% weighting 
in Backend’s score.

But strong performance means noth-
ing if investors aren’t saving enough, or 
if their portfolios don’t mesh with their 
risk tolerance. So Backend gives a 55% 
weighting to qualitative factors, includ-
ing customer experience, features, trans-
parency, financial planning, and access to 
advisors. (See the table for a breakdown 
of the top 10 ranked robos. Backend will 
be publishing the full ranking on its own 
website on Aug. 10.)

SigFig takes the top spot in this year’s 
results—with the best performance 
relative to its normalized benchmark and 
the best risk-adjusted performance mea-
sured by the Sharpe ratio. Its portfolio 
returned 4.71% annually over the past 
2½years, versus 3.22% for the average 
portfolio in Backend’s ranking.

While SigFig manages just $835 
million of assets directly, its technology 
is behind the portfolio tools used by 
planners at major financial institutions, 
including Citizens Bank, UBS, and Wells 
Fargo.

One area where SigFig stands out 
is in its oversight of outside accounts. 
The firm allows users to link external 
investment portfolios, which it then flags 
for high fees, mismatched risk, or poor 

diversification. For customers who want 
to roll over assets from existing accounts, 
as opposed to funding accounts with 
cash, SigFig’s premium service factors 
for such things as tax implications and 
transaction costs, and migrates assets 
over accordingly. The premium service 
is 0.25% for accounts over $10,000; 
accounts below that amount are free.

Given that many people will have mul-
tiple employers during their career—with 
multiple retirement plans—the ability to 
look at various plans is key. “By the time 
you’re 50 or 60 years old, your money is 
spread all over the place, which is a really 
big problem for a lot of people,” says 
CEO Mike Sha, who co-founded SigFig 
in 2007, initially as a portfolio tracking 
tool.

Other robo-advisors are taking steps 
to bring 401(k) assets into the fold, but 
it’s still early days for account aggrega-
tion, says Backend’s Schapiro.

This year’s runner-up in the over-
all ranking is TD Ameritrade, which 
manages $20 billion across three tiers of 
service, including an all-digital Essential 
portfolio, a hybrid Selective portfolio 
that offers access to human advisors, 
and Personalized service that, among 
other premium offerings, looks at clients’ 
overall finances.

TD Ameritrade’s model looks more 
like a traditional advisor than a robo. 
“This is still an old-school approach to 
providing advice,” says David Goldstone, 
Backend’s manager of research, noting 
that TD’s website doesn’t have the same 
suite of digital tools or user experience as 

other top robos. It gets a perfect score on 
financial planning, though. One asterisk: 
TD Ameritrade is in the process of being 
acquired by Charles Schwab (SCHW), 
and it isn’t clear whether or how exist-
ing portfolios will be integrated into 
Schwab’s Intelligent Portfolios platform.

Another asterisk: TIAA scored high 
on our ranking, but we removed it from 
the leader board after the firm confirmed 
that it is no longer offering its digital ad-
visory service to new customers. Current 
customers can continue to use the ser-
vice, known as TIAA Personal Portfolio.

Fuzzy Borders
The lines between human and digital 
advice continue to blur. Firms that were 
founded on digital-only models, includ-
ing Betterment, now offer human advice, 
while traditional financial advisors 
recognize that their clients—especially 
younger ones—want the convenience and 
transparency of digital.

“Five years ago, the robo universe 
was primarily fintechs like SigFig, 
Betterment, and Wealthfront, and now 
you have the Vanguards, Schwabs, and 
Fidelitys jumping in, and you’ll see more 
institutions,” says SigFig’s Sha, who 
compares the evolution to that of online 
banking. “In the very early days, internet 
banks were their own category. Now, the 
idea of an internet bank is kind of silly 
because you can’t be a bank today with-
out having a digital experience.”

Sure enough, Fidelity Go, launched in 
2016, takes third place in this year’s robo 
ranking thanks to strong performance, 

doesn’t make the top 10. The firm lost points
in Backend’s ranking due to the portfolio’s 
performance and the firm’s lack of personal-
ized investment advice from live advisors. 
Wealthfront offers a leading set of digital 
features, though. (See sidebar on page 21.)

Wealthfront notes it does have product
specialists available via phone: “We don’t 
refer to or market these professionals as 
financial advisors because that label has 
no value to our client base,” a Wealthfront 
spokeswoman wrote in an email. 

Schwab’s Intelligent Portfolios lagged
behind its normalized benchmark—due 
to allocations to value and international 
stocks, plus a 10% cash allocation—but its 
suite of digital advice products posted the 
highest score for customer experience. 

Schwab made up for some of those losses
with tax-loss harvesting. A customer who 
invested $100,000 in a moderately aggres-
sive portfolio in September 2019 and in-
vested an additional $1,000 a month 
through June 30 would have seen $10,700 
in harvested losses over that period, based 
on Backend’s analysis of an account it holds. 
For someone in the 24% tax bracket, that’s 
potentially $2,500 in tax savings.

Moreover, Schwab’s $47 billion robo is
one of the leaders when it comes to help-
ing retirees manage retirement income, 
notes Backend. Launched earlier this year, 
Schwab Intelligent Income looks across 
investors’ retirement and taxable accounts 
to project how much customers can safely 
withdraw and determine the most tax-
efficient strategies for doing so. 

“Everyone helps you save money, but 
there are very few solutions in the market-

place that help you manage the spending 
of your money when you’re in retirement,”
says Schwab’s Loh. “We’ve automated the 
complicated process of generating that 
paycheck from your investment portfolio.”

No single robo does all things for all inves-
tors—yet. But with new features, better algo-
rithms, and the option of human advice, ro-
bos have proved to be far more than a fringe 
product for cost-conscious digital natives.  B
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high marks on qualitative factors, and its 
fee structure. In August, Fidelity is mov-
ing to a membership-fee model, charging 
$3 a month for accounts with a balance 
of $10,000 to $50,000; accounts of more 
than $50,000 have an all-in fee of 0.35%, 
and those with less than $10,000 are 
free. Fidelity isn’t the only firm with a 
membership model: Acorns, Ellevest, 
and Schwab also offer flat-fee services.

Firms increasingly offer different tiers 
of service. Last year, Fidelity rolled out 
its Personalized Planning and Advice 
service, which is similar to Fidelity Go, 
with the addition of unlimited “coaching” 
from human advisors. The service has 
a $25,000 account minimum and costs 
0.5% (including underlying fund fees).

Vanguard entered the robo game 
five years ago with Vanguard Personal 
Advisor Services. The fund giant is now 
the largest robo player, with $172 bil-
lion in assets as of the end of June. The 
service, which has a $50,000 minimum 
and 0.3% fee, was initially designed for 
Vanguard clients who were approach-
ing retirement and wanted answers to 
more-nuanced questions, such as when 
to claim Social Security, how to manage 
health-care costs, and when to transition 
to retirement income.

“We were blown away” by the popu-
larity of the product, says Jon Cleborne, 
head of Vanguard Personal Advisor 
Services, noting that the average age of 
customers in the service is 57. The fund 
giant saw an opportunity to roll out a 
complimentary service, Digital Advisor, 
aimed at younger investors balancing 
competing goals, such as saving for 
retirement, buying a home, building an 
emergency fund, or paying off debt.

The pilot launched last year and has 
a $3,000 minimum and 0.2% fee, which 
includes underlying fund fees. Its invest-
ment philosophy is simple, comprising 
four index funds that cover “almost the 
entire investible securities universe,” 
says Cleborne. Even so, allocations are 
highly customized. “We have 360 differ-
ent glide paths that we will map to key 
off different elements of your personal 
situation,” he adds. Vanguard’s portfo-
lio construction stands out from other 
robos, which tend to offer many more 
funds within their accounts.

The Big Picture
The role of the robo-advisor has evolved, 
to be sure. Whereas robos once focused 
on designing and managing a single 
investment portfolio, they have extended 
their reach considerably to take a more—
borrowing from a term popular with 
advisors—holistic approach to financial 
planning.

Betterment doesn’t rank in the top five 
this year—its allocation to international, 
small-cap, and value stocks has been a 
drag on performances—but its other fea-
tures give it one of the highest qualitative 
scores, second only to Personal Capital.

Wealthfront, another robo pioneer, 
doesn’t make the top 10. The firm lost 
points in Backend’s ranking due to the 
portfolio’s performance and the firm’s 
lack of personalized investment advice 
from live advisors. Wealthfront offers a 
leading set of digital features, though.

Wealthfront notes it does have product 
specialists available via phone: “We don’t 
refer to or market these professionals as 
financial advisors because that label has 
no value to our client base,” a Wealth-

front spokeswoman wrote in an email.
Schwab’s Intelligent Portfolios lagged 

behind its normalized benchmark—due 
to allocations to value and international 
stocks, plus a 10% cash allocation—but 
its suite of digital advice products posted 
the highest score for customer experi-
ence.

Schwab made up for some of those 
losses with tax-loss harvesting. A cus-
tomer who invested $100,000 in a mod-
erately aggressive portfolio in September 
2019 and invested an additional $1,000 a 
month through June 30 would have seen 
$10,700 in harvested losses over that 
period, based on Backend’s analysis of an 
account it holds. For someone in the 24% 
tax bracket, that’s potentially $2,500 in 
tax savings.

Moreover, Schwab’s $47 billion robo is 
one of the leaders when it comes to help-
ing retirees manage retirement income, 
notes Backend. Launched earlier this 
year, Schwab Intelligent Income looks 
across investors’ retirement and taxable 
accounts to project how much customers 
can safely withdraw and determine the 
most tax-efficient strategies for doing so.

“Everyone helps you save money, 
but there are very few solutions in the 
marketplace that help you manage the 
spending of your money when you’re in 
retirement,” says Schwab’s Loh. “We’ve 
automated the complicated process of 
generating that paycheck from your 
investment portfolio.”

No single robo does all things for all 
investors—yet. But with new features, 
better algorithms, and the option of hu-
man advice, robos have proved to be far 
more than a fringe product for cost-con-
scious digital natives.


